The problem of accelerating drug discovery relies heavily on automatic tools to optimize precursor molecules to afford them with better biochemical properties. Our work in this paper substantially extends prior state-of-the-art [22] on graphto-graph translation methods for molecular optimization. In particular, we realize coherent multi-resolution representations by interweaving trees over substructures with the atom-level encoding of the original molecular graph. Moreover, our graph decoder is fully autoregressive, and interleaves each step of adding a new substructure with the process of resolving its connectivity to the emerging molecule. We evaluate our model on multiple molecular optimization tasks and show that our model outperforms previous state-of-the-art baselines by a large margin.
Introduction
The goal of molecular optimization is to learn to modify compounds so as to improve their biochemical properties. The task is challenging since the chemical space of potential candidates is vast, and molecular properties can be complex functions of structural features of varying sizes. This task has received significant recent interest from the ML community owing to its practical importance and increasing access to property datasets. Existing methods can be divided roughly speaking along two axes -representation and optimization. On the representation side, they either operate on SMILES strings [13, 29, 6] or directly on molecular graphs [21, 41, 35] . On the optimization side, the task has been formulated as reinforcement learning [15, 51, 53] , continuous optimization in the latent space learned by variational autoencoders [13, 29, 21] , or molecular translation [22] .
We take graph-to-graph translation as a starting point. At a high level, the approach is analogous to machine translation: given a corpus of molecular pairs {(X, Y )}, where Y is a paraphrase of X with better chemical properties, the model is trained to translate any input molecular graph into its better form. Similar to machine translation, success in this task is predicated on the inductive biases built into the encoder-decoder architecture, in particular the process of realizing candidate molecular structures. Prior work [22] proposed a junction tree encoder-decoder and employed a tree structured graph (the junction tree) over chemical substructures in addition to the original atom-level graph. While successful, the approach remains limited in several ways. The encoding for the two graphs was carried out separately, and decoding proceeded in strictly successive steps, first the junction tree for the new molecule, followed by assembling its substructures together. The assembling process involved local independence assumptions so as to limit combinatorial explosion. Therefore the resulting method has limited control over substructure-attachment relations.
We propose a multi-resolution, hierarchically coupled encoder-decoder where the auto-regressive decoder interleaves the prediction of substructure components and how such components should be attached to the molecule being built. The encoding of each molecule proceeds across three levels, from graph convolutions of atoms at the lowest level to the coarse tree over substructures at the highest level. The intermediate layer representing contextualized substructures (with attachments) serves as the glue to span the hierarchy. Our auto-regressive decoder enables us to model strong dependencies between successive attachments and substructure choices. The target graphs are unraveled as a sequence of triplet choices (where to expand the graph, new substructure type, its attachment). We also extend the method to handle directed or conditional translation where the desired characteristics (criteria) are fed as input to the translation process. This enables the method to translate any precursor to a target that satisfies combinations of criteria not present during training.
We evaluate our new model on multiple molecular optimization tasks, from single-property to multiproperty optimization. As baselines, we compare against previous state-of-the-art graph generation methods [22, 51] . Our model significantly outperforms these methods in discovering molecules with desired properties, yielding 11% relative gain on average and 28% best relative improvement on QED optimization. Moreover, we show that directed translation can succeed (generalize) even when trained on molecular pairs with only 5% of them having desired target property combination.
Background and Motivation
Molecules are represented as graphs G = (V, E) where V is the set of atoms and E the set of bonds. Following [22] , we frame molecular optimization as a graph to graph translation task. Given a corpus of molecular pairs {(X, Y )}, the task is to learn to translate an input molecular graph X into another graph Y with better chemical properties. Our work significantly extends prior work [22] by providing an integrated multi-resolution graph encoding as well as by introducing a multi-resolution, auto-regressive graph decoding. Here we motivate our modeling choices for graph generation.
Graphs are challenging objects to realize. We must first decide the appropriate building blocks for constructing molecules. In this respect, we proceed similarly to previous works [21, 22] that use valid chemical substructures (e.g., aromatic rings) as structural building blocks. The key advantage of building molecules in terms of larger units is that the decoder can realize valid molecules without being forced to go through chemically invalid intermediaries as in atom-by-atom generation.
We can write the probability of a graph G as a joint distribution over substructures G 1 , · · · , G n constituting G, together with their attachments {A i,j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. Each attachment A i,j represents the set of intersecting atoms between structures G i and G j (see Figure 1 ). Prior works [21, 22] adopted a two-stage procedure for realizing this joint distribution. The first step generates a junction tree with substructures G 1 , G 2 , · · · , G n as nodes, capturing a coarse relative arrangements of the components. The second step resolves the full graph by specifying how the substructures were attached to each other. The corresponding factorization is:
A local independence assumption was needed to define P ψ (·) so as to avoid combinatorially enumerating all possible attachment configurations. Moreover, distributions P θ and P ψ were learned separately, and, critically, applied stage-wise to first realize the junction tree and only then reconciling attachments without feedback. Taken together, the major drawback lies in the fact that the decoder is not auto-regressive and predicted attachments do not impact the substructure choices.
Based on these observations, we propose a different factorization of P (G) that allows us to learn the distribution over substructures and their attachments in a strongly coupled, auto-regressive manner (Eq. (2)). We will show in the next section how we can predict G k and A k in a hierarchical manner.
Figure 2: Hierarchical graph representation with an atom layer and two substructure layers. Dashed lines connect each atom to the substructures it belongs (some edges omitted due to space limit). Each substructure node has two labels: structure type C(G i ) and its contextualized version C G (G i ), where atoms in the intersection of G i and G pa(i) are marked with * . Numbers in the circle indicate the ordering between the substructure nodes. Each layer is encoded by a message passing network.
Hierarchical Generation of Molecular Graphs
Hierarchical Graph Representation Formally, each substructure
We extract a set of substructures G 1 , · · · , G n such that their union covers the entire molecular graph: V = i V i and E = i E i . We consider two types of substructures: rings and bonds. To enable structure-based generation, we need to represent molecules at multiple resolutions: the connectivity between individual atoms as well as the connectivity between chemical substructures. As a result, it is insufficient to represent molecules by their molecular graphs alone. Here we propose to represent a molecule by a hierarchical graph that augments the molecular graph with additional nodes and edges to incorporate substructure information. The hierarchical graph has three components (see Figure 2 ):
1. Atom layer: The atom layer is the molecular graph G representing how the atoms are connected.
Each atom node v is associated with label a v indicating its atom type and charge. Each edge (u, v) in the atom layer is labeled with b uv indicating its bond type. 2. Substructure layer I: This layer contains n nodes representing substructures G 1 , · · · , G n . We draw an edge between G i and G j if V i ∩ V j = ∅. For each substructure G i , we draw a directed edge from atom v to node G i if v ∈ G i so that the atom information can be propagated to this layer during graph encoding and decoding. Each substructure G i is labeled with its contextualized structure type C G (G i ) made by taking the subgraph G i and marking all atoms with * symbol that belong to the intersection between G i and its parent substructure G pa(i) (pa(i) is determined by the node ordering discussed below). This label preserves more information about atom connectivity than G i itself and allows us to assemble these substructures much easier during decoding. 3. Substructure layer II: This layer has the same layout as the previous layer but with different node labels. Each substructure G i is labeled with C(G i ) that is the subgraph G i itself. This layer represents a molecule purely at the substructure level and its labels are order-independent.
Node Ordering To generate graphs in an autoregressive manner, we need to designate an ordering among the substructure nodes as there is no natural ordering among them. In particular, we select a substructure node as root and traverse the substructure layer in a depth-first order. This leads to a ordered list of substructures G 1 , · · · , G n , with G i 's predecessor being G pa(i) . Nodes in the atom layer remain unordered. When translating from input X to target Y , we select their root nodes such that their node orderings have approximately the smallest edit distance. The algorithm for this node alignment is described in the appendix.
Tree Decomposition For efficient graph decoding, we apply Jin et al. [21] 's tree decomposition method to enforce both substructure layers to be tree-structured. This modification will mostly retain its original layout as all the rings in the molecule have been contracted into single nodes and thus the substructure layer is already very tree-like. The two substructure layers will still have the same layout after this operation. While our substructure layers are very similar to junction tree in [21] , our key departure is that we integrate the substructure layers with the molecular graph as a hierarchical graph to be encoded jointly. In contrast, the junction tree is encoded separately from the molecular graph.
Hierarchical Graph Encoder
Given a molecule X, we encode its hierarchical graph H X using a hierarchical message passing network with three layers to learn representations for all atoms and substructures (see Figure 2 ). These three message passing layers are computed sequentially as follows:
Atom Layer We first encode the atom layer of the hierarchical graph (i.e., molecular graph). We define e(·) as an embedding function of discrete labels, and N (v) as the set of neighbor nodes of v. During encoding, each edge (u, v) in the atom layer is associated with two hidden vectors ν uv and ν vu , representing the message from u to v and vice versa. These messages are updated iteratively via LSTM [19] adapted for message passing networks [5, 12] (details are shown in the appendix):
where ψ 1 is the LSTM cell parameters and ν
uv is the message computed in the t-th iteration, initialized with ν (0) uv = 0. After T iterations, we compute the atom representation x G u by combining its inward messages and its atom embedding. This encodes the local environment of atom u:
Substructure Layer I To propagate atom level representations to this layer, we compute the input feature of substructure G i based on its contextualized label C G (G i ) and atom vectors {x G u |u ∈ G i }:
We run T iterations of message passing with node features f S i and edge features e(d ij ) describing the relative ordering between node i and j. Specifically, we set d ij = l if node i is the l-th child of node j and d ij = 0 if i = pa(j). This gives us a set of substructure representations {x S i }: 
Finally, we compute the substructure representation
The final outputs of our encoder are continuous vectors {x 
Hierarchical Graph Decoder
Our graph decoder generates a molecule Y by incrementally expanding its hierarchical graph H Y , following the order G 1 , · · · , G n . In each step, the decoder needs to compute the probability of the next substructure and its connectivity to previous substructures
The key observation is that this probability can be computed efficiently since the substructure layer is a tree and each substructure will only be attached to its parent node, i.e. ∀j = pa(k), j < k : A j,k = ∅. Thus the model only need to predict which node is k's parent and the value of A pa(k),k . In other words,
) (conditional variables omitted for simplicity). The probabilities are realized as follows:
1. Topological Prediction P (pa(k)): The model predicts if there will be a new substructure appended to the current node i. If so, the model expands a new node k from i in the substructure layer, otherwise it backtracks to i's parent node pa(i).
The model then predicts the content of the new substructure G k : its structure type C(G k ) and its contextualized type C G (G k ). The atoms marked with * in C G (G k ) will be attached to the parent substructure G i . We predict the next substructure and how it is attached to its parent substructure. Right: There are two ways to attach the predicted bond to its parent substructure. We compute their compatibility scores based on the representations of matching atoms.
Attachment Prediction
Finally, the model needs to predict to which atoms in G i the new substructure will be attached. This prediction only occurs when the parent node G i has more than two atoms. When G i is a bond, this step can be omitted because there is only one atom in G i remain unattached. The other atom has been attached to G pa(i) and cannot be used again.
Sequential Message Passing All of these predictors build on a hierarchical message passing network with the same architecture as the encoder but with a different message passing schedule. The encoder computes all the messages simultaneously as the input graph is fixed. In contrast, the graph input to the decoder is always being changed, and all the node representations need to be updated accordingly before any prediction is made. This requires us to recompute all the node vectors at every step if messages are propagated in the same way. We therefore compute messages and node vectors sequentially based on the order of nodes traversed during decoding, similar to recurrent neural networks. Specifically, suppose the decoder is currently at node i in the substructure layer. We only recompute the messages {ν
ji for T steps and compute node vectors {y Figure 3) . All the other messages are used based on their current value and remain unchanged. In many cases, this reduces the number of message propagation from O(n|E|T ) to O(|E|T ). We refer to Figure 5 in the appendix for a step-by-step illustration.
Topological Prediction The probability of backtracking is computed based on the substructure vector y 
Substructure Prediction When a new node k is expanded from node i, we compute its inward message m
ik and predict its substructure type in two steps. We first predict C(G k ) as follows:
The contextualized structure type C G (G k ) is predicted similarly based on the message vector m (T ) ik and context vector α l ik but with different parameters. We only consider labels that are compatible with the predicted substructure C(G k ) (i.e., C G (G k ) = C(G k ) with * ignored).
Attachment Prediction Let {v 1 , · · · , v m } be the atoms marked with * in C G (G k ). We seek to find the correct matching M ik = {( u j , v j )| u j ∈ G i } where v j is attached to u j . Note that this prediction is required only when G i is a ring. Thus there exist at most 2|G i | different matchings as attaching points must be consecutive. Each candidate matching M ik = {(u j , v j )} is scored based on the atom representations y G uj and e G k (v j ) describing their local environments in the current graph and G k :
The scores are then normalized by softmax over all possible matchings. As the structure G k is always fixed, we represent each atom v j with an embedding vector e G k (v j ) indicating its position in G k instead of running another graph convolutional network on G k . We ensure two atoms receive the same embedding if they are isomorphic in G k .
Variational Graph-to-Graph Translation
We now apply our hierarchical graph encoder-decoder to the molecular translation task. The training set contains molecular pairs (X, Y ) and their meta information c X,Y indicating what properties of X have been improved. During testing, we can specify in c X,Y what properties we want to improve and feed it to the model to adapt its translation outcome (see multi-property optimization in § 5). It is important to note that each compound X can be associated with multiple outputs Y since there are many ways to modify X to improve its properties. Following [22] , we extend our model to a variational translation model that learns a mapping F : (X, z) → Y . The latent vector z indicates the intended mode of translation which is sampled from a prior distribution P (z) at test time.
The latent vectors are learned through variational inference [26] . Given a training example (X, Y ), we compute z by first encoding molecules X and Y into their representations {x T * }, {x G * }; {y T * }, {y G * } using our hierarchical encoder. Then we compute difference vectors δ X,Y that summarize the structural changes occurred from molecule X to Y at both atom and substructure level:
The approximate posterior Q(z|X, Y ) is modeled as a normal distribution whose mean and log variance are computed from
with two separate affine layers µ(·) and Σ(·). We sample latent code z = [z T , z G ] from Q(z|X, Y ) via reparameterization trick, and combine latent codes z T , z G with the atom and substructure representations of X:
The combined representation {x T * } and {x G * } are then fed into the decoder to generate the target molecule Y . The training objective follows a standard conditional variational autoencoder:
Related Work
Molecular Graph Generation Previous work have adopted various approaches for generating molecular graphs. Methods [13, 44, 29, 6, 15, 38, 39, 24] generate molecules based on their SMILES strings [47] . Simonovsky and Komodakis [45] , De Cao and Kipf [8] , Ma et al. [36] developed generative models which output the adjacency matrices and node labels of the graphs at once. Li et al. [34] , Samanta et al. [41] , Li et al. [32] , Liu et al. [35] , Assouel et al. [1] proposed generative models generating molecular graphs sequentially node by node. You et al. [51] , Zhou et al. [53] adopted similar node-by-node approaches in the context of reinforcement learning. Kajino [23] developed a hypergraph grammar based method for molecule generation. Our work is most closely related to Jin et al. [21, 22] that generate molecules structure by structure, but our approach jointly predicts the structures and their connectivity with an autoregressive decoder.
Graph Encoders and Decoders
Our work is related to encoder and decoder architectures for general graphs. You et al. [52] , Bojchevski et al. [3] , Grover et al. [14] developed graph decoders for modeling social networks. Previous work on graph encoders include convolutional networks [42, 4, 18, 37, 27, 16, 49, 28] , recurrent networks [33, 5, 31] and attention based architectures [46] . Graph encoders have been widely applied to encoding molecular structures [10, 25, 12, 43, 20] . We refer to Hamilton et al. [17] , Wu et al. [48] for a more comprehensive survey on graph neural networks.
Hierarchical Graph Representation Our work is closely related to [9, 50, 11] that learn to represent graphs in a hierarchical manner. Defferrard et al. [9] utilized graph coarsening approaches to represent graphs at multiple resolutions. Ying et al. [50] , Gao and Ji [11] proposed to learn the graph pooling operations jointly with graph convolution to compute hierarchical representations of graphs. Our work learns hierarchical representation of molecules but our focus is on graph generation. Our method builds on a predefined graph pooling mechanism so that the vocabulary of substructures is fixed during graph decoding. 
Experiments
We follow the experimental design by Jin et al. [22] and evaluate our translation model on their single-property optimization tasks. As molecular optimization in real-world setting often involves multiple properties, we further construct a novel multi-property optimization task where the desired property combination is fed as input to the translation process. To avoid the model from ignoring input X and translating it into arbitrary compounds, we require the molecular similarity sim(X, Y ) between input X and output Y to be above certain threshold δ across all the tasks. The molecular similarity is defined as the Tanimoto similarity over Morgan fingerprints [40] of two molecules.
Single-property optimization This dataset consists of four different tasks. For each task, we train and evaluate our model on their provided training and test sets. For single-property optimization, we set c X,Y = 0 during training and testing as previous works do not utilize the meta information.
• LogP optimization: The penalized logP score [29] measures the solubility and synthetic accessibility of a compound. In this task, the model needs to translate input compound X into compound Y such that logP(Y ) > logP(X). We experiment with two similarity thresholds δ = {0.4, 0.6}.
• QED optimization: The QED score [2] quantifies a compound's drug-likeness. In this task, the model is required to translate molecules with QED scores from the lower range [0.7, 0.8] into the higher range [0.9, 1.0]. The similarity constraint is sim(X, Y ) ≥ 0.4. • DRD2 optimization: This task involves the optimization of a compound's biological activity against dopamine type 2 receptor (DRD2). The model needs to translate inactive compounds (DRD2 < 0.05) into active compounds (DRD2 ≥ 0.5), where the bioactivity is assessed by a property prediction model from Olivecrona et al. [38] . The similarity constraint is sim(X, Y ) ≥ 0.4.
Multi-property optimization
This new task requires the model to translate input X to output Y satisfying multiple constraints over its QED and DRD2 scores. It is important to note that different users may be interested in different combination of these constraints. For example, when DRD2 is considered as an on-target, the output molecule needs to be both drug-like and active to DRD2. In other applications, DRD2 may become an off-target and the model must generate compounds inactive to DRD2 to avoid side effects. In order to handle different property combinations, we encode the desired criteria as meta information c and feed it to the decoder (directed translation).
In particular, our model is trained to handle three different criteria over target molecule Y : 1) Y is drug-like and DRD2-active; 2) Y is drug-like but DRD2-inactive; 3) Y is not drug-like but DRD2- Evaluation Metrics Our evaluation metrics include translation accuracy and diversity. Following Jin et al. [22] , each test molecule X i is translated K = 20 times with different latent codes sampled from the prior distribution. On the logP optimization, we select compound Y i as the final translation of X i that gives the highest property improvement and satisfies sim(X i , Y i ) ≥ δ. We then report the average property improvement
For other tasks, we report the translation success rate. A compound is successfully translated if one of its K translation candidates satisfies all the similarity and property constraints of the task. To measure the diversity, for each molecule we compute the average pairwise Tanimoto distance between all its successfully translated compounds. Here the Tanimoto distance is defined as dist(X, Y ) = 1 − sim(X, Y ).
Baselines Our baselines include generative models (JT-VAE [21] ), reinforcement learning (GCPN [51] ) and translation based approaches (MMPA, Seq2Seq and JTNN). MMPA [7] is a template based translation method. Seq2Seq is a variational sequence-to-sequence translation model that generates molecules by their SMILES strings. JTNN [22] is a variational junction tree encoder-decoder that generates molecular graphs structure by structure, but its decoder is not fully autoregressive. Similar to our method, the latent code z in Seq2Seq and JTNN is learned from the difference vector δ X,Y computed from their internal molecular representations. For multi-property translation, we feed the meta information c X,Y as input to Seq2Seq and JTNN similarly to our model. Table 1 summarizes the results on the single-property optimization tasks. Our model greatly outperforms previous state-of-the-art JTNN in terms of both translation accuracy (e.g., 76.6% versus 59.9% on the QED task) and diversity (e.g., 0.564 versus 0.480 on the logP task). This clearly demonstrates the benefits of our autoregressive decoder which can learn more expressive mappings. Our model also outperforms Seq2Seq though its decoder is autoregressive. This shows the benefit of learning hierarchical representations of molecules at both atom and substructure level.
Results
Results on the multi-property optimization are shown in Table 2 . Across three translation criteria, our model significantly outperforms other models in terms of translation accuracy. For all models, the success rate on c = [1, 1] is the lowest because it has the strongest constraints and there are only 6K training pairs satisfying this criteria. In fact, training our model on the 6K examples only achieved 12.4% translation success rate as compared to 28.4% when trained with other pairs. This shows our directed translation model can transfer the knowledge from other pairs with c X,Y = [1, 0], [0, 1] to this criteria. Figure 4 illustrates how the input criteria affects the translation outcome.
Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a hierarchical graph-to-graph translation model that generates molecular graphs using chemical substructures as building blocks. In contrast to previous work, our model is fully autoregressive and learns coherent multi-resolution representations. The experimental results show that our method significantly outperforms previous models under various settings.
A Network Architecture Details
Node Ordering Here we describe the procedure for aligning the node orderings between two molecules X and Y . First, we assign an global index to each substructure type C(G k ) which will be used to remove ambiguities during substructure layer traversal. Let {u 1 , · · · , u n }, {v 1 , · · · , v m } be the set of leaf nodes (with degree one) in the substructure layer of hierarchical graphs H X and H Y . Starting from each node u i , we traverse the substructure layer of X in its depth-first order. This gives us an ordered list of substructure nodes O X (u i ) for molecule X. When encountering multiple children during this traversal, we visit them in the order of their substructure type indices.
To find the best alignment, we enumerate all possible pairs of root nodes (u i , v j ) of the two molecules. For each pair, we compute the edit distance between O X (u i ) and O Y (v j ) and select the pair yielding the smallest edit distance. While this requires us to compute n · m edit distances, this approach is tractable because most of the pairs have n · m < 50. All the node orderings are preprocessed before training, and it takes roughly 15 minutes to align a training set with 100K pairs with single thread.
LSTM Cell
The LSTM cell used to compute neural messages in our hierarchical encoder and decoder is defined as follows:
For notational simplicity, throughout this paper we denote the above message update rule as h
During the message update, the LSTM cell also updates its internal cell state from c
Attention Layer Our attention layer is a bilinear attention function with parameter θ = {A θ }:
Sequential Message Passing As illustrated in Figure 5 , we compute messages and node vectors sequentially based on the order of nodes traversed during decoding. Suppose the decoder is currently at node i in the substructure layer. We reinitialize the messages µ 
Substructure Prediction
We predict the next substructure in two steps, by first predicting its structure type C(G k ) based on Eq.(9) and then its contextualized substructure type C G (G k ) that are compatible with C(G k ):
The context vector α l ik is computed in Eq.(9) and shared across these two predictions. As the vocabulary of structure types is much smaller than contextualized structure types, this two-layer hierarchical prediction can achieve higher accuracy than directly predicting the contextualized type. 
B Experimental Details
Substructure Vocabulary Our substructure vocabulary is automatically constructed by extracting rings and bonds from the molecules using RDKit [30] . This gives us two sets of vocabularies, one over the substructure labels and the other cover the contextualized labels. Across different datasets, the vocabulary of contextualized substructures contains around 1000 to 1800 different labels. The non-contextualized vocabulary contains around 300 to 400 different labels.
Training Details We elaborate on the hyperparameters used in our experiments. The hidden layer dimension is 270 and the embedding layer dimension is 200. We set the latent code dimension |z| = 8 and KL regularization weight λ KL = 0.3. We run T = 20 iterations of message passing in each layer of the encoder. As our graph decoder updates the messages in a sequential manner, we run T = 3 iterations of message passing at each decoding step. We train our model with Adam optimizer with initial learning rate 0.001 and anneal the learning rate by 0.9 after every epoch. Our models are trained on single Titan X GPU with a 16-core CPU and 128G RAM. For all the tasks, we evaluate our model with a single run.
Data
The single-property optimization datasets are directly downloaded from the github link provided in Jin et al. [22] . The training set size of logP (sim=0.6 and 0.4), QED and DRD2 optimization tasks are 75K, 99K, 88K and 34K respectively. We constructed the multi-property optimization by combining the training set of QED and DRD2 optimization task from Jin et al. [22] . The test set contains all the compounds in the test set of DRD2 optimization task with QED < 0.85. The training and test set is attached as part of the supplementary material.
